Institutional Grant Pre-Approval Process

1. **Project proposed**
2. **Is this an institutional Grant?**
   - **Y**: Requires staffing or programmatic work commitments from more than one Division?
     - **Y**: VPs of all affected Divisions approve?
       - **Y**: Cabinet approves? (N: Grant Proposal may be submitted to RSP for PAR.)
       - **N**: PI/PD must revise proposal’s institutionalization commitment
     - **N**: PI/PD must revise the staffing/work commitment
   - **N**: Requires allocation or new space or modification of space?
     - **Y**: Cabinet approves? (N: Grant Proposal may be submitted to RSP for PAR.)
     - **N**: PI/PD must revise proposal’s space commitment
3. **No special pre-approvals are required prior to PAR.**